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Ruggism acts as a bridge between global
artists and regional artisinal communities
to create art inspired handmade rugs. 

We believe art should not be limited to a
canvas and design should not have any
boundaries, with these two founding
beliefs, Ruggism presents a beautiful
opportunity of mixing art and design, all
the while empowering the lives of
artisanal communities of rural India and
Nepal. 

Each peice of Ruggism tells a unique story
of the art inspirations and of
craftsmanship of the weavers who gave
life to the art. 

A few words on
what we do and

why we do it?



Kandinsky was a Russian painter and art theorist, who contributed to the
avant-garde movement and was an instructor at the Bauhaus school of
art. His rejection of formal composition in his works is what conferred upon
abstraction, its definition and major attributes.

Kandinsky's art style commences with Realism and gradually evolved over
the span of 46 years into Abstraction. His early art was influenced by
Pointillism, Fauvism, Impressionists like Claude Monet, philosophers and
even music composers. Undeniably, Kandinsky's gift of Synesthesia, the
ability to hear sound in colour, had a considerable influence on his
approach and creation of art. He used musical terms such as
improvisations, impressions or compositions as titles for his works.
Instrumental sounds were represented with colours, for instance, bright
yellow symbolised the tone of a trumpet.

"Music is the ultimate teacher."

- Wassily Kandinsky

Art Inspired handmade rugs
Ruggism



Kandinsky's most recognizable artwork and a famous color study 
Farbstudie - Quadrate (Squares with Concentric Circles). 

Unrestricted to the arrangement of the circles, this artwork also
bears witness to Kandinsky's gift of synesthesia (ability to see sounds
and hear colors) and the major role it played in his artistic works. 
Kandinsky believed that color could stimulate physical and
emotional responses if used in conjunction with form. It is a sort of
experiment to confirm if colors can be heard when used on tangible
objects. The disparity in the sizes and colors of the concentric circles
allude to active abstraction.

Farbstudie - Quadrate 

Magic Circles



Magic Circles 1.0 Magic Circles 2.0
Composition FabricationDimensions

50% Wool
50% Tencel 4x6  I  121x182

5x8   I 152x243 
6x9  I 182x274
8x10 I 243x304
9x12 I 274x365 

 

Hand-tufted

Composition FabricationDimensions

100% New
Zealand Wool

 
4x6 I 121x182

5x8  I 152x243 
6x9 I 182x274

8x10 I 243x304
9x12 I 274x365 

 
 

Hand-tufted

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

Feet  I  CM Feet  I  CM 



Designed after one of Kandinsky's works, the
aptly titled Colorful Ensemble is Lucid rug.

Kandinsky believed that in order to recognise
this abstract beauty, one needs to appreciate

its distinct attributes of form and color. He was
of the opinion that every color has its own story

and mystery to tell. 

Composition
100% Wool 

Fabrication
Detailed Hand-tufted

; Carving 

Dimensions

5x6      I 152x182
6.7x8    I 204x243
8.3x10   I  252x304
10x12    I 304x365

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

Lucid Rug

Feet  I  CM 



Composition IX

Wassily Kandinksy - 1936

Kandinsky Composition IX is one of the 10 compositions
created during his lifetime. The first three were
unfortunately destroyed during the Second World War. 
Composition IX is quite a large painting and is developed
with the passion of abstraction. Kandinsky believed that
abstract art is as concrete as other forms of art. It is
believed that thoughts of life, birth and death were
crossing his mind during this period of his life. The
“Composition IX” bears a palpable decorative sensation in
comparison with the emotional depth and expressiveness
of his earlier compositions.

Rugs Inspired by the artwork:

Art Story

Ruggism



FabricationComposition Dimensions

Granite Green

Beige

4x6 I 121x182
5x8   I 152x243 
6x9   I  182x274
8x10 I 243x304
9x12 I 274x365 

100%  Wool 
 

Elemental Rug 

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

 Hand-tuftedFeet  I  CM 



Composition IX

Pink Beige

100% Wool

Fabrication

Composition

Dimensions

Composition
80% Wool 

20% Bamboo Silk

Hand-tufted ;
Detailed Carving  5x6    I 152x182

6.7x8   I 204x243
8.3x10  I  252x304
10x12   I 304x365

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

Feet  I  CM 



Treffon Rug

Fabrication

4x6 I 121x182
5x8   I 152x243 
6x9   I  182x274
8x10 I 243x304
9x12 I 274x365 

Composition Dimensions

 Hand-tufted ;
Carving 

100% Wool 

Bespoke: Any colour and size 

Country of Origin: India

Feet  I  CM 



Rudess 
 

Wool and Bamboo
Silk

FabricationComposition Dimensions

Hand-tufted 
 5x5  | 152x152

6x6  | 182x182
8x8   | 243x243
10x10 | 304x304

 

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

Created with reference to Kandinsky's Molle Rudess meaning
Soft harshness. Kandinsky moved toward abstraction because
he grew to think that “objects damaged pictures." However he
was interested in shapes, he believed that triangles embodied
assertive feelings, while the circle, spiritual feelings. An
embodiment of pure abstraction, it is a great example of the
expressive component of Kandinsky's artworks. The bursts of
color juxtaposed by other more subtle shapes and tones draws
out a sort of chaotic tranquility. The symphony created by the
colors and forms working in cohesion is what makes this an
expressive form of abstract art.

Feet  I  CM 



Kandinsky's fascination with
astronomy is what led him to often

invite an astronomer friend, who with
his telescope would reveal the secrets

of the celestial world. 
 

Celestial elements are combined with
an odd abstract shape symbolizing the
outer layer of the cosmos. The modest
circles on this rug allude to heavenly

bodies and the infamous celestial
elements in Kandinsky's work. 

 

COSMOS ARE CALLING

COSMIC RUG



FabricationComposition Dimensions

4x6 I 121x182
5x8   I 152x243 
6x9   I  182x274
8x10 I 243x304
9x12  I 274x365 

Hand-tufted  80% Wool 20%
Bamboo Silk 

Cosmic Rug

Bespoke: Any colour and size 
Country of Origin: India

Feet  I  CM 

BlueGrey



RUGGISM X KANDINSKY

BeigePink

Magic Circles 1.0-1094 Magic Circles 2.0-1096

Beige Granite Green

GreyBlue

Elemental-1106

Composition IX-1107 Rudess-1102

Treffon-1114

Contact

info@ruggism.com

@ruggismofficial

@ruggism

Ruggism

Lucid-1105

Cosmic-1104

AS SEEN ON:


